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HoW MARA MANIA Started
- and what it’s about
Mara Mania started spontaneously: in January
2018, Evert had the chance to join a last-minute
wildlife photography trip to the Masai Mara. He
was looking for a partner in crime to join him on
this epic trip, and within a day Nadia declared
she was up for a cool new adventure and tagged
along.
During this week, we discovered something very
cool: despite the fact we’re both experienced
professional photographers, there was a lot we
could learn from each other.

Take your
photography
to the next
level

One moment, Evert pointed Nadia at specific
animal behaviour and the other moment, Nadia
spotted a great chance to improve a sunset
shot (for example, the one you see on the
right). We discovered there was something new
to learn from each other every day. This was
really surprising: we came ‘just’ for a wildlife
photography trip without expectations, but went
home with new ideas and fresh inspiration for
our photography.
And that got us thinking: how cool would it be
to bring photographers - from beginners to
advanced - to the Masai Mara? So that they
could get inspired too and learn from each other.

Join US...
.....on a photographic adventure to Kenya’s Masai Mara - where the vast savannah
landscape is breathtaking, the wildlife density is incredibly high, lions roar at night and
where photographic learning opportunities are around every corner. For beginning
photographers to experienced enthusiasts and professionals alike.
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Not just about wildlife photography in particular,
but also photography in a broader sense.
And where personal attention, direct but
honest feedback and someone looking over
your shoulder will make you realise there are
ways of improving you didn’t think of before.
It doesn’t matter if you are a beginner or
very experienced: there is plenty to learn for
everyone.
A lot of the wildlife photography you see these
days is simple close-ups of animals. Our dream
is that you will go home with much more than
that: with images that show context and tell
a little story, and that show your personal
photographic vision. That is exactly what we’re
aiming to do on this photographic adventure.
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Highlights

ABOUT US

Our Background

Teaching Experience

Evert and Nadia are both professional
photographers since 2009. They know each
other from the wedding photography scene
in the Netherlands.

Both Evert and Nadia have followed several
workshops and masterclasses in their
field of profession (Evert has done the
photo journalistic Foundation Workshop
in Texas - and has done several wildlife
photography trips with award-winning
wildlife photographers).

Evert is a full time photographer; Nadia has
been a full time photographer for three
years (besides being a doctor) and now
combines it with her training as General
Practitioner (huisarts in opleiding).
Evert is super passioned about Africa since
he did a 7-month overland trip in 2004
through 22 countries on this beautiful
continent.
He returned in 2014 to South Africa,
to discover a new found love: wildlife
photography. His work has been featured in
two WWF photography books.

•

Enjoy a wonderful photographic learning
experience for every level of experience in
one of the most beautiful places on earth for
wildlife viewing

•

Get to see the iconic Big Cats of Africa plus
large mammals such as elephants, giraffes,
many types of antelopes, birds, and also
lesser known but equally beautiful and
photographically interesting animals

•

Experience an adventurous flight from Nairobi
to the Masai Mara in a small propeller aircraft

•

Stay a whole week (from Sunday to Saturday)
in a superb bush camp next to the Mara River,
right in the middle of the wildlife action

•

7 to 8 hours each day of game viewing during
our morning and afternoon drives

•

Local Masai driving and guiding talents
partnered with our photographic skills creates
fantastic photo opportunities

•

Tuition during the drives, but also in camp

•

A maximum of three guest per vehicle (so
6 places available) ensuring plenty of space
and personal attention. These vehicles are
perfectly suited for photography, and we have
off road passes (unlike most vehicles)

•

Plenty of time in camp to enjoy the bush vibe,
relaxing me-time and camp fire drinks at night

•

Pre-trip meetup or Skype session with Evert,
and packing tips in a pdf to prepare you for
the trip

More info on the
Schedule and
what’s included
at the end of this
brochure

But they also have experience in teaching
photographers themselves: Evert
has taught more than 30 beginning
photographers the basics of photography.
Nadia has coached more than 30
professional photographers in one-on-one
sessions and group workshops.
*: Due to Nadia’s training schedule, there is a
slight chance she will not be able to co-host this
trip. If that is the case, we will find another great
photographer to take her place.

Nadia hadn’t been to Africa until this safari
in January 2018 - but after this, the bug
has bitten her for sure!
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More
about
the Masai
MAra

The Masai Mara is a national reserve
(founded in 1961) in the South West of
Kenya (Narok County) and part of the
Mara-Serengeti eco-system. Its size is
approximately 1500 km2.
This place is well known for the annual
migration of wildebeest and zebra to
and from the Serengeti, which occurs
from July to October.
Our trip will take place in February.
There’s no migration this time of year,
meaning the masses of tourists won’t
be there. Plus, it is a fantastic time to
see the big cats.
To get there, you could take a hard and
long drive from Nairobi - or do it our
way: fly with a small airplane in about 45
minutes from Wilson Airport and land on
one of the mud runways in the reserve!
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The Mara is well known as a place for
exceptional sightings on lion, cheetah
and leopard (and of course their
cubs) but there is much more to enjoy:
elephants, giraffes, zebra, many types
of antelopes, other predators such as
hyena, almost 500 species of birds, if
we’re lucky black rhino, and many more
interesting species.
Equally famous is the savannah
landscape which is typical for the Masai
Mara and Serengeti. This landscape
can provide stunning backdrops for
photography.
All in all, the Mara is a fantastic place to
view wildlife and to learn more about the
art of wildlife photography!

What to
expect
and not
to expect

Don’t count on wifi everywhere
Do enjoy the silence, a little siesta in your
hammock, the sound of the birds and
staring at the clouds

Don’t expect a jaccuzi in the back yard
Do enjoy enough hot water for a good
shower and a perfectly working flushing
toilet in your tent

Don’t pack for a beach holiday with
guaranteed great weather
Do look forward to generally good
weather with the occasional chance of a
sensational thunderstorm (with equally
sensational and perfectly photogenic
clouds)

Don’t be disappointed if you can’t take
many Instagram selfies in your fancy
new dress
Do expect quite some nice pictures
involving a leopard print :)

Don’t expect a super hip cocktail bar
and room service at any time of the day
Do enjoy the bush breakfast, lunch and
dinners we’ll have together, made with
love and cooked with fresh ingredients
by the wonderful kitchen staff

Don’t wear a cocktail dress for dinner
and haute couture during the drives
Do be prepared to duck away from
mud flying around that may land in your
beard (sometimes, and if you have one)
Don’t fear falling asleep at sightings or
only take a snap with your phone
Do expect to make long but fun days,
work hard on your skills - and reap the
rewards!
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OUR HOME IN THE BUSH

MARA EDEN SAFARI CAMP

OUR GuiDES AND VEHICLES

Mara Eden Safari Camp will be our home and base camp for the week. The camp - owned by the lovely
Jay & Munir - is very centrally located in the middle of the Masai Mara National Reserve, right next to
the Mara river and in the middle of the action. It is an unfenced camp with beautifully simple but very
comfortable tents.

On the drives, Evert and Nadia will host one vehicle
each with three guests and a local Masai guide and
driver.

The beauty of the place is the connection with the bush: hearing lions roar at night (don’t worry - at night
you’ll always have a Masai night guard escort you to your tent), only having wifi in the central dining tent,
and enjoying lazy afternoons watching the Mara river will really make you forget the crazy life back home.

The guides know the area very well (it’s their place of
birth after all), seem to have Superman-like-eyesight
and can tell you anything about the animals we
encounter.

Photographing wildlife is hard work, but during our time in the camp you’ll be perfectly able to relax and
enjoy the bush vibe. The tents are very spacious and have all the things you’ll possibly need: an en suite
bathroom with hot running water, solar lights, a hot water bottle in your bed for the chilly nights and a bush
veranda with a river view (including the sunbathing crocs)!

Our job is to ensure the photographic conditions and
positions are top notch.. So if we need to move an inch
forward to get the best background or silhouette, we
definitely will.

The two central tents in the camp provide a great spot to relax and grab a drink (of course, we’ll also be
able to sit next to the camp fire to share our stories) and our lunches and dinner which we’ll enjoy as a
group.

During the drives we’ll help you out with photographic
advice, suggestions for shooting the scene and any
questions you may have.

Everyone in the camp awaits you with a smile and will make sure your stay is nothing short of fantastic!

Because it’s all about photography, we will take all the
time needed. Where other vehicles might just ‘tick the
box’ for the Big 5, we might stay and work on getting
the best possible shots.

Camp owners Jay & Munir

The vehicles we’ll use are open-sided, meaning you’ll
really get a good sense of the Mara and will be able to
shoot comfortably in all directions.
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Because we limit the number of guests to three per
vehicle, you’ll have plenty of space for your gear and
be able to get in a good shooting position. Our vehicles
have off-road permits, which will allow us to get really
close to the action!
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INVESTMENT
OuR trip Schedule

The cost of the trip is 3500 euro (if you book before
July 1, 2018 you only pay 3250 euro).
Upon booking, a deposit payment of 750 euro is
requested; the remaining amount needs to be fulfilled
12 weeks prior to departure.
The price includes:

•

Saturday February 2: arrival, pickup and transfer from Jomo Kenyatta International Airport and one
night’s stay in Lotos Inn Hotel in Nairobi

•

Sunday: breakfast and transfer to the local Wilson Airport for our 45-minute flight in a light aircraft to
the Masai Mara. We’ll be picked up by our guide from the airstrip for our drive to the camp. Have your
cameras ready for your first wildlife sightings!
After arrival we’ll be briefed on the ins and outs of the camp, check in and have lunch. Afterwards, we’ll
give you a photographic briefing about the week and around 4pm, we’ll leave for our first afternoon
drive. Return is about 6.30pm, followed by dinner.

•

Monday: rise and shine! We’ll get our wake up call around 5am in the morning. A very light breakfast and
some tea or coffee will be served, after which we’ll depart for our first morning game drive.
Somewhere during the morning we’ll have a break along the river to stretch our legs and to enjoy our
bush breakfast. Depending on the action and the light, we’ll return to camp around 11am.
After return, we’ll have time to relax, enjoy lunch, relax some more or have photographic tuition upon
request. For example: if you’d like to have personal feedback, need guidance on certain topics or would
like to know more about photo editing - please ask!

•

One full week of full board accommodation in
Mara Eden Safari Camp, including all game drive
activities

•

Photographic tuition during the drives and in camp
upon request

•

Return flight to and from the Mara with a light
aircraft (* 15kg luggage limit)

•

Road transfers in Nairobi

•

One night stay in Nairobi on Saturday the 2nd

•

National park fees, including off road permits for
our vehicles

•

Pre-trip meetup with the entire group (or
alternatively, a Skype session)

•

Based on shared accommodation. Single
supplement: 550 euro

Not included:
•

International flights

•

Visa cost (approx 50 dollars)

•

Soft drinks and alcoholic beverages in Mara Eden

•

Tips for staff and our drivers

•

Travel insurance and medical requirements
(please see your local doctor or health services for
advice on vaccinations and malaria prescriptions)

Around 4pm, we’ll depart again for our afternoon drive. Afterwards, we’ll have dinner and more time to
share stories, take a look at some of the images we took today or enjoy a nice drink around the camp
fire.
•

Tuesday to Friday: same as above (what a life..)

•

Saturday February 9: we’ll have one final morning drive. After return, we’ll pack up and head to the
airstrip for our return flight to Nairobi. There, we’re picked up for our transfer to the airport.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q: can any photographer join this trip?
A: yes, everyone is welcome - from beginner to advanced. What we do ask, is an open mind and willingness
to learn. Also take into account that this trip really is about photography: we’ll spend on average much more
time out in the field than ‘normal’ visitors. Our approach and time spent at a sighting might differ as well.
Everything we do is aimed at getting good images and improving your photography skills.
Q: how many people can join this trip?
A: we have a maximum number of 6 guests in total.
Q: do I need to be in super fit condition?
A: in general no; this trip is suitable for everyone. Please take into account though that the roads in the Mara
can be quite bumpy at times.
Q: can you guarantee we’ll see the Big 5 and loads of big cats with cubs? So we can tick off our shot list?
A: the Mara is a national reserve where animals roam freely. So we have no control on animal behaviour and
what we’ll see exactly - which does add to the excitement. Rest assured, our guides will do everything to
make sure we’ll make the best out of the conditions we’ll encounter!
Q: I don’t have super expensive telephoto lenses or a fancy DSLR - will I be able to get good shots?
A: you don’t necessarily need to have the very best or most expensive gear to get good shots. Any decent
photo lens with good reach will get you close enough (around 300mm to 400mm is great), and you will learn
that wider angle lenses are great to use too. Mirrorless cameras are perfectly adequate and even a good
compact with zoom can work fine. In our pre-trip pdf we will advice you what gear to bring, and also give
suggestions for suitable lenses to rent and where.
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Q: what type of weather can we expect?
A: in general, a bit like Dutch summer weather ;). During the day it can become quite warm; in the nights
and early morning it will be chilly. We might see an occasional thunderstorm with showers (maybe even a
lot), but that means dramatic landscape for our images -yay! For clothing, layering is key. We’ll tell you more
in our pre-trip packing list.
Q: is this trip suitable for solo female travelers?
A: it certainly is, and if you like, we can connect you with other solo female travelers if we have them on the
trip so you might be able to share accommodation (instead of using the single supplement option).
Q: how safe is this trip?
A: Kenya in general is quite safe, our hotel is in a safe area of Nairobi and the Mara is a very safe place
too (much less dangerous than a busy city center!). The staff and guides of Mara Eden will make sure
your safety is priority and there’s nothing to worry about. Please be aware that the camp is unfenced and
wildlife may roam around at night. You are very safe in your tent (and there’s always someone on guard
during the night), but if you are uncomfortable with this idea, this might not be the ideal trip for you.
Q: what level of comfort can we expect from the camp and our stay in the Mara?
A: if you are out there in the bush, do not expect 5-star luxury hotels. However, the camp has what we
call a lot of bush luxury: the beds are comfortable, the hot showers work fine, and the nap times in the
afternoon are legendary! Furthermore, our camp offers a laundry service and even a massage in the spa.
Q: it just sounds too good - how do I book?!
A: send an e-mail to: wildlife@evertdoorn.nl and Evert will get back to you with a booking form and
payment details for the deposit! Also feel free to send a mail if you have any further questions.

Connect with us!
If you have any questions or would like to secure a booking,
mail to wildlife@evertdoorn.nl and Evert will get back to you
as soon as possible.
Website Evert: www.thewildsite.nl
Instagram & Facebook: @thewildsite
Website Nadia: www.bynadia.com
Instagram & Facebook: @bynadiaphotography
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